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GREETINGS, FELLOW
APPLIQUÉ ENTHUSIASTS!
Gentle quilter, if you’re reading this, you’re already an
appliqué fan. Th ree cheers! Whether you enjoy the
soothing rhythms of hand work or the flying needle
of the machine, there’s something satisfying about
appliqué, both to the quiltmaker and to the viewer.
Everyone appreciates the beauty of appliqué, whether
they practice it or not. It just seems to bring forth oohs
and ahs from the heart.
I felt that pull right away, and I’ve been an avid
appliquér ever since I became a quilter. Over the past
few years I found myself creating and stitching designs
that included more and more fine detail. One day I
designed a simple block with just a few pieces—and it
was a breath of fresh air!
I enjoyed the style so much that I set
out to create this whole collection
of blocks designed with easy
sewing in mind. You’ll
find flowers, baskets,
birds, animals, fruits,
teapots, hearts, and
a whole variety of
what can only be

described as offbeat and unique designs. Consider this
an eclectic library of fun designs that you can reach for
anytime you want a block—or many!

The Methods
There are quite a few ways to appliqué, and many
variations within broad categories of techniques.
Appliquérs sometimes prefer to stick with what they’ve
learned first. Others gravitate toward a certain method
that works for them and gives satisfying results. What
works is not the same for everybody, and all methods
are good! Th is little book provides designs for your
appliqué pleasure using your favorite methods and
your own creative instincts.
Beginning on page 31 you’ll find information on
both hand- and machine-appliqué
machine-appliqu methods. First
there are some general tips, then two preparation
methods for traditional hand appliqué.
app
We’ll go
over what I have to share about hand stitching
smooth curves, pointy points,
points and sharp notches.
Following the section on hand
h appliqué, there’s
an overview of raw-edg
raw-edge machine appliqué
using paper-backed fusible web.
Whatever yyour method, pick
favori designs and stitch
your favorite
w fun!
them with
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PRINTING BLOCKS FROM THE CD
How to Use the CD

How it Works

From the companion CD located on the back inside
cover, you’ll be able to print the blocks you’ve chosen
in five different sizes: 6", 8", 9", 10", or 12". Larger sizes
will automatically print out as multiple pages; just
trim and tape them together and you’ll be ready to
go! Plus, you can print a reversed version for those
appliqué methods that require them. Your life
just got easier! No fl ipping and tracing, figuring of
percentages, or trips to the copy shop.

Insert the CD into your CD-ROM drive. Open the CD
and click the Easy Appliqué Blocks fi le to open it. Some
browsers may display a warning screen about active
content. There is no active content on the CD and you
can feel safe about ignoring the warning.

What You Need
The CD is designed to work on PC, Mac, and Linux
platforms with the following operating systems:
◆ Windows 2000, XP, and Vista+
◆ Mac OS X 10.3+
◆ Linux (Kernel 2.4+)
To use the CD you need a CD-ROM drive, a
PDF reader, and an internet browser. (The browser
is what runs the CD and allows you to access any of
the links included.) You probably have both pieces
of soft ware on your computer already, but if you
have trouble using the CD, you may need to upgrade
your soft ware.
If you’re connected to the internet, you already
have a browser. The browser runs the CD whether
you are online or not. Some of the really old
browsers may have difficulty running the CD.
Internet Explorer version 6 and later, Safari version
3 and later, and Firefox version 2 and later all are
compatible. You can upgrade your browser by
visiting the provider’s website.
The actual patterns are PDF fi les. Examples of
PDF readers are Adobe Reader and Mac’s Preview.
If you don’t have a PDF reader installed, you can
download Adobe’s version for free. Just go to:
http://www.adobe.com and download and install
the reader that is compatible with your operating
system.

Begin by reviewing the copyright information.
These are patterns for your own personal use as the
owner of Easy Appliqué Blocks. It’s important to realize
that the patterns in electronic form are covered by the
same protections as paper patterns. That means, gentle
quilter, no printing for a friend, no emailing, no posting
on the internet, etc.
The first time you use the CD, it’s a good idea to
test your printer settings to make sure the blocks are
printing at the correct size. Use the navigation bar at
the top of the page or the link lower on the page to go to
the “Pattern Test” page.
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PRINTING BLOCKS FROM THE CD

Follow the directions on the “Pattern Test” page
to print the test pattern. Some computers think they
are being helpful by slightly scaling down fi les before
printing, just to be certain nothing gets cut off by
your printer’s margin. Unfortunately, there are several
places this sizing-down can occur. If the size of the test
pattern is not correct, check your page setup, printer
settings, and PDF-reader settings to be certain the
documents are set to print at 100% with no scaling or
reduction to fit the page, margins, printable area, etc.
When you are satisfied that the fi le is printing
correctly, return to the CD and proceed to the block
index.

On the block page, determine the correct pattern
orientation. Freezer-paper-on-top hand appliqué uses
regular patterns. Back-basting hand appliqué and
fusible machine appliqué use reversed patterns.
Choose your size. Under the correct orientation,
click the finished block size you’ve chosen. The PDF
pattern will open. Print your pattern. If the block is
larger than will fit on letter-size paper, multiple pages
will automatically print. Simply trim and tape them
together for your full-sized pattern.
Easy peasy! Once your block has printed, return
to the block page. From there you can click back to the
“Block Index” and print some more blocks!
The above information also appears on the
“Welcome” page so it’ll be handy when you’re using
the CD. When you’re done printing, simply eject the
CD at any point. Be sure to put it back in its pocket
with the book.

Enlarging Blocks by Photocopying
If you don’t have access to a computer and printer, you
can enlarge the printed designs in the book using a
photocopier. The patterns in the book are printed 3" x 3".
To enlarge the printed patterns, photocopy according to
the following percentages:
6" block—200%
8" block—266%
9" block—300%
For larger sizes, fold the pattern in halves or quarters,
enlarge each section to the same percentage, and then
trim and tape the sections together.

You’ll find both an alphabetical list and thumbnail
pictures of the blocks. Click on your selected block on
either list and you’ll be taken to its block page.

10" block—333%
12" block—400%
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